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The images in this book each represent one of the 12 Spiritual Powers. Each
drawing is accompanied by a page of information about the attributes of that
power, the disciple associated with it, the color, the body energy point, and any
angels, flowers or herbs associated with the power. Consciously using this
information allows the essence of each power to become more real, and a
powerful tool in our daily lives.
Utilizing and effectively employing the power of your mind and your brain are
essential prerequisites for achieving anything great in life. However, when it
comes to the development of their own mind power or brain power many people
are clueless. They are not even aware that they possess the means of changing
their brain's circuitry through neuroplasticity based techniques. Neuroplasticity or
brain plasticity refers to the brain's ability to change and adapt as a result of
experience. The brain actually has the ability to reorganize itself by creating new
neural pathways. So how do you go about increasing your mind power as well as
your brain power so that they are both operating at an optimal level In his book
entitled Mind Power: The Never Revealed Secret Ways To Achieve Greatness
Using Mind Mastery And Neuroplasticity author John Waters shows you exactly
how. He gives you a thorough understanding of how your brain functions and
provides you with the tricks you need to achieve your greatest self-whether that
be your most creative, attractive, intelligent, intuitive, or athletic side.
Will he ever find his love again or will she always just be a memory?
This book synthesizes Jacque Derridas hauntology and spectrality with affect
theory in order to create a rhetorical framework analyzing the felt absences and
hauntings of written and oral texts. The book opens with a history of hauntology,
spectrality, and affect theory and how each of those ideas have been applied.
The book then moves into discussing the unique elements of the rhetorical
framework known as the rhetorrectional situation. Three case studies taken from
the Christian tradition, serve to demonstrate how spectral rhetoric works. The first
is fictional, C.S. Lewis The Great Divorce. The second is non-fiction, Tim
Jennings The God Shaped Brain. The final one is taken from homiletics, Bishop
Michael Currys royal wedding sermon. After the case studies, a conclusion offers
the reader a summary and ideas for future applications for spectral rhetoric. Seth
J. Pierce is Assistant Professor of Communication and Communication Program
Director at Union College, Nebraska, USA.
Michel Foucault offers an iconoclastic exploration of why we feel compelled to
continually analyze and discuss sex, and of the social and mental mechanisms of
power that cause us to direct the questions of what we are to what our sexuality
is.
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times
bestseller is the definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining, observing, or
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defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws of Human
Nature. In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and
“fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have distilled three thousand
years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the
philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the
lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws teach
the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the
value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and many
recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”).
Every law, though, has one thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a
bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether
your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the
game.
Dr. William Glasser offers a new psychology that, if practiced, could reverse our
widespread inability to get along with one another, an inability that is the source
of almost all unhappiness. For progress in human relationships, he explains that
we must give up the punishing, relationship–destroying external control
psychology. For example, if you are in an unhappy relationship right now, he
proposes that one or both of you could be using external control psychology on
the other. He goes further. And suggests that misery is always related to a
current unsatisfying relationship. Contrary to what you may believe, your troubles
are always now, never in the past. No one can change what happened
yesterday.
Cancer sucks, death sucks even more. But we humans don’t have the power to stop
either of them from messing with our lives. They enter our lives whenever and wherever
they choose to. Cancer is so common that each one of us have known someone who
has dealt with the disease; some of us have lost a loved one to cancer. Common does
not always mean simple, and it also does not mean we know everything about it. The
diagnosis of cancer, regardless of the disease’s curability, is almost always nervewracking, even for healthcare providers like the main character of this book who is a
veteran nurse. This book is written in first person; the subject is a middle aged woman
who had been separated from her boyfriend some thirty years ago and then after three
decades when she searches for an oncologist for treatment of an aggressive cancer
that she was recently diagnosed, she finds her ex-boyfriend’s name and decides to see
him. That brings back the memory of their past together, and she starts going though
her old diary she had written some thirty years in the past. Part of the story is set in
Nepal (from the diary) and the other part is set in the USA ( this takes place after her
cancer diagnosis). The main character of the story was born with ‘Manglik’ cosmic
influencer, meaning that the planet Mars “mangal Graha” was in such position in the
solar system at the time of her birth that it would have strong negative effect on her
husband if she married a man who was non-Manlik (a person born at the time when the
planet Mars was not in such position.) What happens next changes the lives of the
main characters.
The Pinnacle of Power, first book in the Keeper of the Balance Trilogy, combines all of
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the classic elements of epic fantasy and sci-fi with a little touch of political intrigue
mystery, suspense, espionage and romance.
Using revealing stories from complex situations he has been involved in all over the
world - the Middle East, South Africa, Europe, India, Guatemala, the Philippines,
Australia, Canada and the United States - Kahane reveals how to dynamically balance
power and love.
The landmark bestseller that changed the way we think about love: “Every line is
packed with common sense, compassion, and realism” (Fortune). The Art of Loving is
a rich and detailed guide to love—an achievement reached through maturity, practice,
concentration, and courage. In the decades since the book’s release, its words and
lessons continue to resonate. Erich Fromm, a celebrated psychoanalyst and social
psychologist, clearly and sincerely encourages the development of our capacity for and
understanding of love in all of its facets. He discusses the familiar yet misunderstood
romantic love, the all-encompassing brotherly love, spiritual love, and many more. A
challenge to traditional Western notions of love, The Art of Loving is a modern classic
about taking care of ourselves through relationships with others by the New York
Times–bestselling author of To Have or To Be? and Escape from Freedom. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Erich Fromm including rare images and neverbefore-seen documents from the author’s estate.
Black Love Matters: A Journey of Soul Stories is a collection of short stories, poetry,
and reflections that explore, analyze, and highlight concepts and dynamics of Love that
deeply affect the Black community. This collection fosters a myriad of experiences that
celebrate and highlight the significance of Black Love as a catalyst for revolution,
freedom, and unity. These experiences range from spirituality, activism, the power of
music, sweet romance, and empowerment to stigmas and trauma plaguing our
community. Black Love Matters: A Journey of Soul Stories include "Congratulations," a
soul story about a young woman who is deeply hurt because the Love of her life chose
to marry another, which causes her to make a conscious decision to undergo the
process of healing so that she may love freely. The preface of this collection is
dedicated to Prince Rogers Nelson-his brilliance and passion in his art is a reflection of
pure magic and Love. Thus, sparking inspiration to pen this collection to urge people of
African descent to remember the beauty and power of Black Love-that it is revolutionary
and that it matters.
A groundbreaking work which presents a unified theory of human behaviour, grounded
in economic thought.
The acclaimed first volume in feminist icon bell hooks' "Love Song to the Nation,” All
About Love is a revelation about what causes a polarized society and how to heal the
divisions that cause suffering. Here is the truth about love, and inspiration to help us
instill caring, compassion, and strength in our homes, schools, and workplaces. “The
word ‘love’ is most often defined as a noun, yet we would all love better if we used it
as a verb,” writes bell hooks as she comes out fighting and on fire in All About Love.
Here, at her most provocative and intensely personal, renowned scholar, cultural critic
and feminist bell hooks offers a proactive new ethic for a society bereft with
lovelessness--not the lack of romance, but the lack of care, compassion, and unity.
People are divided, she declares, by society’s failure to provide a model for learning to
love. As bell hooks uses her incisive mind to explore the question “What is love?” her
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answers strike at both the mind and heart. Razing the cultural paradigm that the ideal
love is infused with sex and desire, she provides a new path to love that is sacred,
redemptive, and healing for individuals and for a nation. The Utne Reader declared bell
hooks one of the “100 Visionaries Who Can Change Your Life.” All About Love is a
powerful, timely affirmation of just how profoundly her revelations can change hearts
and minds for the better.
The purpose of this book is to help the reader focus on Divine ideas every day. Since
what we dwell upon comes upon us, it is important to make a habit of thinking positive,
healthy, Divine, inspirational, loving thoughts all day, no matter what other people are
doing around us or to us. One of the greatest difficulties in transforming oneself to a
more Divine attitude and perspective is found in working through the negative emotions
and beliefs we have long internalized. These beliefs and emotions become lodged in
the subconscious mind, and drive the system automatically until they are changed. This
takes considerable effort and persistence, since the deeply embedded negative
emotions tend to link to many different thoughts, attitudes and other feelings. A virtual
labyrinth of interconnected thoughts, emotions and behaviors have to be transformed.
This book was created to help the reader achieve that goal. The intent is for the reader
to dwell upon each affirmation of the day with strong feeling, trying to love the very idea
being expressed, and projecting it outward to the world. Each affirmation should be
repeated many times throughout the day, and memorized for future use. As you
practice these, your own affirmations will occur to you. Use them all with devotion,
because what you worship, is what you become.
This original and lucid account of the complexities of love and its essential role in
human well-being draws on the latest scientific research. Three eminent psychiatrists
tackle the difficult task of reconciling what artists and thinkers have known for
thousands of years about the human heart with what has only recently been learned
about the primitive functions of the human brain. A General Theory of Love
demonstrates that our nervous systems are not self-contained: from earliest childhood,
our brains actually link with those of the people close to us, in a silent rhythm that alters
the very structure of our brains, establishes life-long emotional patterns, and makes us,
in large part, who we are. Explaining how relationships function, how parents shape
their child’s developing self, how psychotherapy really works, and how our society
dangerously flouts essential emotional laws, this is a work of rare passion and
eloquence that will forever change the way you think about human intimacy.
The topic of recognition has come to occupy a central place in debates in social and
political theory. Developed by George Herbert Mead and Charles Taylor, it has been
given expression in the program for Critical Theory developed by Axel Honneth in his
book The Struggle for Recognition. Honneth's research program offers an empirically
insightful way of reflecting on emancipatory struggles for greater justice and a powerful
theoretical tool for generating a conception of justice and the good that enables the
normative evaluation of such struggles. This 2007 volume offers a critical clarification
and evaluation of this research program, particularly its relationship to the other major
development in critical social and political theory; namely, the focus on power as
formative of practical identities (or forms of subjectivity) proposed by Michel Foucault
and developed by theorists such as Judith Butler, James Tully, and Iris Marion Young.
Ronald Reagan’s most-quoted living author—George Gilder—is back with an all-new
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paradigm-shifting theory of capitalism that will upturn conventional wisdom, just when
our economy desperately needs a new direction. America’s struggling economy needs
a better philosophy than the college student's lament: "I can't be out of money, I still
have checks in my checkbook!" We’ve tried a government spending spree, and we’ve
learned it doesn’t work. Now is the time to rededicate our country to the pursuit of free
market capitalism, before we’re buried under a mound of debt and unfunded
entitlements. But how do we navigate between government spending that's too big to
sustain and financial institutions that are "too big to fail?" In Knowledge and Power,
George Gilder proposes a bold new theory on how capitalism produces wealth and how
our economy can regain its vitality and its growth. Gilder breaks away from the supplyside model of economics to present a new economic paradigm: the epic conflict
between the knowledge of entrepreneurs on one side, and the blunt power of
government on the other. The knowledge of entrepreneurs, and their freedom to share
and use that knowledge, are the sparks that light up the economy and set its gears in
motion. The power of government to regulate, stifle, manipulate, subsidize or suppress
knowledge and ideas is the inertia that slows those gears down, or keeps them from
turning at all. One of the twentieth century’s defining economic minds has returned with
a new philosophy to carry us into the twenty-first. Knowledge and Power is a must-read
for fiscal conservatives, business owners, CEOs, investors, and anyone interested in
propelling America’s economy to future success.
Why are people loyal? How do groups form and how do they create incentives for their
members to abide by group norms? Until now, economics has only been able to
partially answer these questions. In this groundbreaking work, Paul Frijters presents a
new unified theory of human behaviour. To do so, he incorporates comprehensive yet
tractable definitions of love and power, and the dynamics of groups and networks, into
the traditional mainstream economic view. The result is an enhanced view of human
societies that nevertheless retains the pursuit of self-interest at its core. This book
provides a digestible but comprehensive theory of our socioeconomic system, which
condenses its immense complexity into simplified representations. The result both
illuminates humanity's history and suggests ways forward for policies today, in areas as
diverse as poverty reduction and tax compliance.
To make the journey into the Now we will need to leave our analytical mind and its false
created self, the ego, behind. From the very first page of Eckhart Tolle's extraordinary
book, we move rapidly into a significantly higher altitude where we breathe a lighter air.
We become connected to the indestructible essence of our Being, “The eternal, ever
present One Life beyond the myriad forms of life that are subject to birth and death.”
Although the journey is challenging, Eckhart Tolle uses simple language and an easy
question and answer format to guide us. A word of mouth phenomenon since its first
publication, The Power of Now is one of those rare books with the power to create an
experience in readers, one that can radically change their lives for the better.
An edited collection of all new work in the area of 'new critical theory, ' intended to
serve as a signature volume for the New Critical Theory Series. The volume, like the
series as a whole, is designed to capture the present moment in postdisciplinary theory,
as the older tradition of critical theory in the Frankfurt School sense comes together
with postmodernism and the new critical theory. It represents the dialogue that is taking
place among the various strands of theory and can serve as a survey of contemporary
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leftist philosophy
Human Motivation, originally published in 1987, offers a broad overview of theory and
research from the perspective of a distinguished psychologist whose creative empirical
studies of human motives span forty years. David McClelland describes methods for
measuring motives, the development of motives out of natural incentives and the
relationship of motives to emotions, to values and to performance under a variety of
conditions. He examines four major motive systems - achievement, power, affiliation
and avoidance - reviewing and evaluating research on how these motive systems affect
behaviour. Scientific understanding of motives and their interaction, he argues,
contributes to understanding of such diverse and important phenomena as the rise and
fall of civilisations, the underlying causes of war, the rate of economic development, the
nature of leadership, the reasons for authoritarian or democratic governing styles, the
determinants of success in management and the factors responsible for health and
illness. Students and instructors alike will find this book an exciting and readable
presentation of the psychology of human motivation.
Success is measured not by the size of your brain, but rather by the size of your
thinking. This intrigues a lot of people, and if you observe how people behave, you will
have a clear understanding of what success really means. Time and time again, history
and experience have proved that the degree of our general satisfaction and happiness
is dependent on how we think. There is magic in thinking big! Positive thinking helps
accomplish so much in our life, but unfortunately not everyone thinks that way. We are
all products of our thinking that goes within and around us. There is an environment
around us that exerts all sorts of forces on your thinking; some will push you up the
ladder while others will pull you down. We have been told many times that opportunities
to lead are no longer there; hence we should be content with who we are without
having positive aspirations on leadership. The petty environment surrounding us also
has its own narrative concerning our lives. It constantly tells us that whatever is
destined will eventually happen and we have no control over it. Leaving your fate in the
hands of chance can potentially ruin your life and make you miserable. Therefore,
before you start giving up your dreams of a finer home or giving a better life for your
children, stand firm and resist resigning to fate. Do not lie down and wait to die.
Success is worth every effort you expend, and every step you make pays a dividend.
Even in an environment where competition is intense, you still can succeed as long as
your thinking is in the positive quadrant of your mind frame. The basic concepts and
principles that underlie the power of thinking big are drawn from the highest-pedigree
sources and the finest thinking minds such as Emerson who said "Great men are those
who see that thoughts rule the world." Milton who wrote in his book Paradise Lost, "The
mind is its own place and in itself can make a heaven of hell or a hell of heaven."
Shakespeare made an interesting observation about thinking which he summarized and
said "There is nothing either good or bad except that thinking makes it so." Proof is
everywhere that thinking big indeed works. When you look at the lives of people who
you consider as big thinkers, you will be amazed at their winning success, happiness
and achievements. This book will show you proven strategies from different life
situations that will turn your life around.
Speaking with understanding and force, Tillich offers a basic analysis of love, power,
justice, and all concepts fundamental in the mutual relations of people, of social groups,
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and of humankind to God. His concern is to penetrate to the essential, or ontological
foundation of the meaning of each of these words.
Indistinct voices, strange visitations and unusual dreams have begun to plague
Nineteen-year-old Khari days before her return from London to her Oregon home. As
the occurrences have spawned haunting emotions she thought she had escaped, she
realizes she can't ignore them any longer and begins to surrender to their pull. Feeling
weary and a bit crazy, Khari struggles to cope with what is happening to her. She is
forced to open up about herself, only to find out secrets were kept from her by those
she trusts the most. She then begins a problematic journey toward self-discovery and
uncovers more than she ever imagined possible. But, continuing toward understanding
requires Khari to face a dangerous figure, risk of death and a fight for love. Kharishma
explores the importance of family ties, both past and present, the consequences of love
and hate, and the power of believing in ones self. It is a story of deception, humility,
discovery and the strength of bonds to the seen and unseen. It is a story that will not be
easily forgotten and will leave you wishing for more.
Let your heart be warmed as the oil of T.D. Jakes' teaching flows from your mind to
your spirit. The balm in this book will soothe all manner of traumas, tragedies, and
disappointments. For the single parent and the battered wife, for the abused girl and the
insecure woman, there is a cure for the crisis! In this soft word for the sensitive ear,
there is a deep cleansing for those inaccessible areas of the feminine heart. This book
will help to fight back the infections of life. Woman, Thou Art Loosed! will break the
bands off the neck of every woman who dares to read it!
Power and Love: A Theory and Practice of Social Change (Large Print
16pt)ReadHowYouWant.com
The power of love has become a renewed matter of feminist and non-feminist attention
in the 21st century’s theory debates. What is this power? Is it a form of domination? Or
is it a liberating force in our contemporary societies? Within Feminism and the Power of
Love lies the central argument that, although love is a crucial site of gendered power
asymmetries, it is also a vital source of human empowerment that we cannot live
without. Instead of emphasizing "either-or", this enlightening title puts the dualities and
contradictions of love center stage. Indeed, by offering various theoretical perspectives
on what makes love such a central value and motivator for people, this title will increase
one’s understanding as to why love can keep people in its grip - even when practiced
in ways that deplete and oppress. In light of such analyses, the contributions within
Feminism and the Power of Love present new perspectives on the conditions and
characteristics of non-oppressive, mutually enhancing ways of loving. Bridging the gap
between Feminist Affect Studies and Feminist Love Studies, this book will appeal to
undergraduate and postgraduate students, including postdoctoral researchers,
interested in fields such as women’s and gender studies, sociology, political science,
philosophy, cultural studies and sexuality studies.
The contents of this message upon prayer should be read alike by preacher and teacher,
evangelist and intercessor. Its pages contain an appeal to every "worker together with Christ,"
and stimulate the desire for prayer in the varied relationships of Christian life. The appeal
deserves a wide circulation amongst members of Prayer Circles and Prayer Unions, and,
indeed, amongst all who are looking for a revival of true religion in our land, and an exodus of
ambassadors for Christ to heathen and Moslem populations. -- Albert A. Head.
Outstanding contributors include Pierre Macherey, Charles Wolfe, Alex Callinicos and Judith
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Revel
The author uses prose and poetry to describe the nature of his unexpected relationship with a
married woman. The book also features events which shaped his life from an early age as well
as an analysis of current events and the alarming trends shaping our society. This work of
nonfiction is told from an unabashed, conservative viewpoint. While highly critical of politicians
and contemporary politics, there is a prevailing sense of optimism based on the power of
individuality and spirituality.
THE SUNDAY TIMES TOP TEN BESTSELLER From one of our great thinkers on modern life
and the human condition - an unforgettable story of love and marriage from the author of
bestselling novel Essays in Love as well as The Consolations of Philosophy, Religion for
Atheists and The School of Life 'The Course of Love probes the very heart of marriage, its
shifts and squalls, its great adventure, with such forensic tenderness. I laughed a lot, too'
Deborah Moggach Modern love is never easy. Society is obsessed with stories of romance,
but what comes after happily ever after? This is a love story with a difference. From dating to
marriage, from having kids to having affairs, it follows the progress of a single ordinary
relationship: tender, messy, hilarious, painful, and entirely un-Romantic. It is a love story for the
modern world, chronicling the daily intimacies, the blazing rows, the endless tiny gestures that
make up a life shared between two people. Moving and deeply insightful, The Course of Love
offers us a window into essential truths about the nature of love. 'Engaging, sympathetic,
acutely perceptive... There's a refreshing honesty in what de Botton has to say' Guardian
What would happen if we could stroll through the revolutionary history of the 20th century and,
without any fear of the possible responses, ask the main protagonists - from Lenin to Che
Guevara, from Alexandra Kollontai to Ulrike Meinhof - seemingly naïve questions about love?
Although all important political and social changes of the 20th century included heated debates
on the role of love, it seems that in the 21st century of new technologies of the self (Grindr,
Tinder, online dating, etc.) we are faced with a hyperinflation of sex, not love. By going back to
the sexual revolution of the October Revolution and its subsequent repression, to Che's
dilemma between love and revolutionary commitment and to the period of '68 (from communes
to terrorism) and its commodification in late capitalism, the Croatian philosopher Srecko Horvat
gives a possible answer to the question of why it is that the most radical revolutionaries like
Lenin or Che were scared of the radicality of love. What is so radical about a seemingly
conservative notion of love and why is it anything but conservative? This short book is a
modest contribution to the current upheavals around the world - from Tahrir to Taksim, from
Occupy Wall Street to Hong Kong, from Athens to Sarajevo - in which the question of love is
curiously, surprisingly, absent.
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